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ABSTRACT
Decomposition Algorithms for Multi-area Power System Analysis. (May 2007)
Liang Min, B.S., Tianjin University, China;
M.S., Tianjin University, China
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Ali Abur
A power system with multiple interconnected areas needs to be operated coor-
dinately for the purposes of the system reliability and economic operation, although
each area has its own ISO under the market environment. In consolidation of diﬀerent
areas under a common grid coordinator, analysis of a power system becomes more
computationally demanding. Furthermore, the analysis becomes more challenging
because each area cannot obtain the network operating or economic data of other
areas.
This dissertation investigates decomposition algorithms for multi-area power sys-
tem transfer capability analysis and economic dispatch analysis. All of the proposed
algorithms assume that areas do not share their network operating and economic
information among themselves, while they are willing to cooperate via a central co-
ordinator for system wide analyses.
The ﬁrst proposed algorithm is based on power transfer distribution factors
(PTDFs). A quadratic approximation, developed for the nonlinear PTDFs, is used to
update tie-line power ﬂows calculated by Repeated Power Flow (RPF). These tie-line
power ﬂows are then treated as injections in the TTC calculation of each area, as
the central entity coordinates these results to determine the ﬁnal system-wide TTC
value.
The second proposed algorithm is based on REI-type network equivalents. It uses
the Continuation Power Flow (CPF) as the computational tool and, thus, the problem
iv
of voltage stability is considered in TTC studies. Each area uses REI equivalents of
external areas to compute its TTC via the CPF. The choice and updating procedure
for the continuation parameter employed by the CPF is implemented in a distributed
but coordinated manner.
The third proposed algorithm is based on inexact penalty functions. The tradi-
tional OPF is treated as the optimization problems with global variables. Quadratic
penalty functions are used to relax the compatible constraints between the global
variables and the local variables. The solution is proposed to be implemented by
using a two-level computational architecture.
All of the proposed algorithms are veriﬁed by numerical comparisons between the
integrated and proposed decomposition algorithms. The proposed algorithms lead to
potential gains in the computational eﬃciency with limited data exchanges among
areas.
vTo My Wife and Parents
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
An interconnected electric transmission grid inherently requires coordination of
its use. In large networks, there may be multiple control areas with system operators
responsible for diﬀerent areas. Inevitably the multiple operators must have some
procedure for exchanging information and making decisions that aﬀect the patterns
of use across grid.
With the introduction of competition in the utility industry, it is possible for
customers to buy the less expensive electrical energy from remote location. System
operators face the need to monitor and coordinate power transactions taking place
over long distances in diﬀerent areas. There are two questions related to the multi-
area power system analysis:
(1) How much power can be transferred from the speciﬁc seller to the speciﬁc
buyer?
(2) What is the maximum social beneﬁt for all market participants?
In 1996, the North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) now as Elec-
tric Reliability Organization (ERO) developed a framework for the determination of
transfer capability and stated guidelines and standards for its implementation [1]. Ac-
cording to NERC’s deﬁnition, total transfer capability (TTC) indicates the amount
of power that can be transferred between two buses (or groups of buses) in the system
in a reliable manner in a given time frame [1,2]. In other words, it is the largest ﬂow
in the selected interface for which there are no thermal overloads, voltage limit vio-
lations or total voltage collapse and/or any other system security problems. Usually,
This dissertation follows the style of IEEE Transactions on Power Systems.
2TTCs evaluate by the ISO and power ﬂow analysis is used to ensure that physical
limits will not be violated for credible contingencies per system reliability criteria.
The security of the system is assessed by monitoring a group of system elements that
form the monitored elements set (lines, transformers, buses). Contingencies to be
tested for violations are speciﬁed in the contingency set. This set may include single
element contingency, i.e., loss of a line, generator, or transformer, or common mode
contingencies, which include speciﬁc actions associated with certain outages. The
single direction TTC study is completed with the identiﬁcation of the transfer capa-
bility sequence, which includes an ordered set of capability for diﬀerent transfer levels
in the same direction. When the TTC study involves multiples transfer direction
over the base case, the eﬀect of simultaneous transfers should be considered in the
study. NERC entrusted the security coordinators the responsibility to calculated and
post transfer capability information. Usually, ISO will calculate and post transfer
capability for inner Control Areas and the external Control Area Interfaces. Individ-
ual Transmission Providers will post transfer capability for their individual system.
Marketers and transmission provides use those numbers on a daily basis to make deci-
sions about the size(megawatt quantity,) direction, and price of transmission services,
making the transfer capability numbers a key input to strategic operation.
Maintaining system security while maximizing social beneﬁt for all market par-
ticipants is a major ISO concern. In this context, there is a need to include suitable
security constraints within the whole market pricing mechanism, so that the correct
market signals can be sent to all market participants while operating the system
within reasonable security margins. The FERC adopted the following deﬁnition of
Security Constrained Economic Dispatch (SCED): the operation of generation facili-
ties to produce energy at the lowest cost to reliably serve consumers, recognizing any
operational limits of generation and transmission facilities [3]. The use of a regional,
3security-constrained economic dispatch has produced lower prices and enhanced reli-
ability in every region where it has been instituted. In general, a regional economic
dispatch should inevitably result in lower prices because it enables system operators
to turn to the lowest cost combination of resources to meet system needs, consistent
with reliability. On a longer horizon, security-constrained economic dispatch provides
eﬀective ﬁnancial signals and incentives for locating new generation and transmission
facilities, which provides further cost savings to energy consumers.
Basically two approaches are used in TTC calculation. One is based on dc load
ﬂow which calculates power transfer distribution factors (PTDF) to determine the
transfer capabilities of the power networks [4–6]. The fact that distribution factors
are easy to calculate and can give quick, rough ﬁgures of TTC made them attractive.
Since those factors are based on dc load ﬂow ignoring voltage and reactive power
eﬀects as well as system nonlinearity, they might lead to unacceptable error especially
in a stressed system with insuﬃcient reactive power support and voltage control. Still
PTDF can be used to update TTC in some systems where voltage problems are not
pronounced [4]. These limitations of using DC load ﬂow method in computing TTC
can be avoided by using the Repeated Power Flow (RPF) [7].
The other approach for TTC calculation is the continuation power ﬂow (CPF)
algorithms, which can trace the power ﬂow solution curve, starting at a base load,
leading to the steady state voltage stability limit or the critical maximum loading
point of the system [8–11]. They overcome the singularity of the Jacobian matrix
near the saddle-node bifurcation point, or the critical point. Undoubtedly CPF is an
important step further as compared with the dc load ﬂow based approach because
it takes system nonlinearity and voltage-reactive power aspects into consideration.
However, to increase a certain power transfer, CPF uses a common loading factor for
a speciﬁc cluster of generator(s) and load(s), which might lead to a conservative TTC
4value since the optimal distribution of generation and loading is ignored. Besides the
system reactive power optimization and voltage control are usually not considered in
CPF, which might have signiﬁcant impacts on system transfer capability.
Optimal power ﬂow (OPF) problem has been investigated extensively in the past
three decades [12, 13]. OPF techniques are quite mature and have found widespread
applications in TTC studies [14, 15] and economic dispatch [13]. OPF methods can
also play a crucial role in the current deregulated environment as it has the potential
of distributing the resources optimally thus yielding considerable economic beneﬁts
to both power suppliers and customers. Furthermore, OPF can model the system
constraints including ac load ﬂow equations, transmission line thermal limits and
voltage limits in both TTC and economic dispatch studies.
In the emerging competitive environment, TTC and economic dispatch are very
important functions of any independent system operator (ISO), which is required to
ensure the delivery of all the transactions without any violation on the operating
limits of a transmission system. A system with multiple interconnected regions (or
control areas) still needs to be operated coordinately for the purposes of the system
reliability and economic operation, although each region (area) has its own ISO under
the market environment. FERC Order 2000 has mandated the formation of Regional
Transmission Organization (RTO), which will accelerate interregional transaction and
increase the burden of interregional transmission [16]. The Association of European
Transmission System Operators (ETSO), founded in July 1999, has been investigat-
ing congestion management methods for cross-border transmission between European
countries [17]. In consolidation of diﬀerent regions (or control areas) under a com-
mon grid coordinator, TTC and economic dispatch studies become computationally
demanding. Furthermore, these studies become more challenging for the coordinated
interregional planning across multi-area interconnected power system. Since each re-
5gional ISO (or control areas) cannot obtain the network operating or economic data
of other regions (or areas), one of the main diﬃculties to meet the requirement pre-
sented in [16,17] is how to implement the interregional planning coordinately without
a huge amount of information exchange between regions.
The objective of this dissertation is to investigate and propose methods to ana-
lyze multi-area interconnected power system. The dissertation will present three new
system decomposition frameworks. Based on these decomposition frameworks, decen-
tralized versions of prevalent power ﬂow methods: RPF, CPF, OPF will be developed
in order to analyze multi-area power system. The dissertation will also identify the
required amount of information exchange and coordination across multiple areas.
Chapter II presents a decomposition method based on Power Transfer Distribu-
tion Factors (PTDFs) for multi-area TTC computation. A quadratic approximation
is developed for the nonlinear PTDFs by using the Taylor series expansion. This
approximation is used to update PTDFs, which are then used to calculate nonlinear
TTC in each control area while a central entity coordinates these results to determine
the ﬁnal system-wide TTC value. Due to the the characterizes of PTDFs, the pro-
posed method in this chapter is limited to solve the multi-area TTC problem without
the consideration of voltage stability and contingencies. The developed procedure is
successfully applied to calculate the single TTC and simultaneous TTC for the IEEE
118 bus test system.
Chapter III initiates a network decomposition method based on REI-type net-
work equivalents for multi-area TTC computation. The proposed method overcomes
the limitations of PTDF-based decomposition method. The computation in this chap-
ter takes into account the limits on the line ﬂows, bus voltage magnitude, generator
reactive power, voltage stability as well as the loss of line contingencies. Each area
uses REI equivalents of external areas to compute its TTC via the Continuation
6Power Flow (CPF). The choice and updating procedure for the continuation param-
eter employed by the CPF is implemented in a distributed but coordinated manner.
The proposed method leads to potential gains in the computational eﬃciency with
limited data exchanges between areas. The developed procedure is successfully ap-
plied to the 3 area IEEE 118 bus test system. Numerical comparisons between the
integrated and the proposed multi-area solutions are presented for validation.
Chapter IV presents a decomposition method for multi-area Optimal Power Flow
(OPF) problem. Applying this method to the multi-area OPF problem will yield an
optimal coordinated but decentralized solution. The proposed method is eﬃcient in
solving the OPF problem with limited data exchange between areas. The developed
method is successfully implemented and tested using the 3 area IEEE 30 bus test
system. Numerical results comparing the solutions obtained by the traditional and
the proposed decentralized methods are presented for validation.
7CHAPTER II
POWER TRANSFER DISTRIBUTION FACTORS BASED DECOMPOSITION
ALGORITHM
A. Introduction
Repeated Power Flow (RPF) is the most prevalent method for integrated system
TTC computation. DC-based load ﬂow solution which calculates PTDFs to determine
the transfer capabilities of the power networks was reported in [4]. Since those factors
are based on DC load ﬂow method ignoring voltage and reactive power eﬀects as well
as system nonlinearity, they might lead to unacceptable errors, especially in a stressed
system with insuﬃcient reactive power support and voltage control. These limitations
of using DC load ﬂow method in computing TTC can be avoided by using the AC
RPF method [5]. Several commercially available software packages use RPF solution
to assess system security and transfer capability, such as DSA Power Tools [18] and
POM by V&R Energy, Inc [19].
Calculation of TTC by RPF method is commonly undertaken by the independent
system coordinator, which has access to the entire network model and its current
operating state. While the TTC calculation typically involves all contingencies and
stability limits, in this work only the line power ﬂow and bus voltage limits will be
considered.
As the size of the systems grow due to the consolidation of diﬀerent control areas
under a common grid coordinator, calculation of TTC becomes more challenging. It
requires collection of network data from all control areas and solving a very large-
scale power ﬂow problem considering all limits in all areas. One alternative method,
which is based on a two-level multi-area coordinated solution approach, is presented
8recently [20]. The main idea is to distribute the computations into individual areas
and then coordinate their solutions in order to reach the system-wide solution. The
main objective is to compute a TTC value, which is very close to the TTC that
would be calculated if the entire system information was available to a single central
operator.
Such problem is a two-level decision problem, where each control area’s TTC cal-
culation is considered as low level and the central operator’s coordination is considered
as the high level. The algorithm, consisting of decomposition and coordination, leads
to the hierarchical computational model.
Such hierarchical computational model can be solved by hierarchical optimiza-
tion method [21]. In [22], Bender decomposition is used to calculate the ATC, where
the base case security constraints are treated as the high level problem and the con-
tingencies are handled as a series of low level problems.
An alternative method is repeated power ﬂow. This is adopted in [20], where a
two-layer multi-area linear TTC calculation algorithm by using linear PTDFs is pro-
posed. Linear PTDFs are approximations of the ﬁrst order sensitivities of the active
power ﬂows with respect to various variables [1,2,23]. An insightful characterization
of PTDFs - their insensitivity to the system loadings under certain conditions - is dis-
cussed in [24]. In [25], a detailed analysis of the variation of PTDFs while maintaining
the bus voltage magnitudes constant and a discussion of how PTDFs vary with load-
ing in lossless power systems, are given. All of these approaches make the assumption
of maintaining constant voltage magnitudes. In [26], numerical integration is used to
calculate nonlinear allocation of quantities to transactions.
This chapter extends the previous work [20] and a quadratic approximation of the
nonlinear PTDFs is developed by using the Taylor series expansion. This approach
does not require any numerical integration, but just a single power ﬂow solution.
9Again, a hierarchical computation model is used. Here, the PTDFs are updated in
order to accurately calculate the nonlinear TTC in each control area while a central
operator coordinates these results to determine the ﬁnal TTC value.
B. Assumptions and Formulation
It is assumed that each bus belongs to only one area, whereas a system branch is
either inside an area or is connecting two areas (a tie line). The following deﬁnitions
will be given ﬁrst:
Ω Set of all buses of the entire system,
Ωk Set of all buses of the area k,
ψk Set of internal buses of the area k, excluding the slack bus,
λk Set of boundary buses of the area k, excluding the slack bus,
σ Set of all PQ buses of the entire system,
σk Set of all PQ buses of the area k,
φ Set of all lines of the entire system,
φk Set of all internal lines of the area k,
γk Set of all tie lines of the area k,
δk Set of tie lines which are incident to boundary bus i.
1. Integrated System TTC Problem Formulation
TTC calculation requires the evaluation of transmission lines thermal limits, volt-
age magnitude limit, transient stability and voltage collapse limits. In this paper, we
assume that system transient and steady state stability are not jeopardized and volt-
age limits are reached before the system reaches the nose point and loses voltage
stability. Only the power ﬂow limit and voltage magnitude limit will be considered.
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Single transaction is considered in this chapter.
The problem is formulated in the form:
Max.J = f(x, μ) (2.1)
subject to
g(x, μ) = 0 (2.2)
h(x, μ) ≤ 0 (2.3)
where μ and x are the control and state vectors respectively. g and h are system
equality and inequality constraints.
Assuming TTC to be evaluated is between the sending bus I (Seller) and the
receiving bus J (Buyer), detailed expressions of the objective function and constraints
are formulated as:
Max.P TTCJ (2.4)
subject to
Pi − Vi
∑
j∈Ω
Vj(Gij cos θij + Bij sin θij) = 0 i ∈ Ω, i = I, J (2.5)
PJ − P TTCJ − VJ
∑
j∈Ω
Vj(Gij cos θij + Bij sin θij) = 0 (2.6)
Qi − Vi
∑
j∈Ω
Vj(Gij sin θij − Bij cos θij) = 0 i ∈ σ (2.7)
0 ≤ |Pl| ≤ Pmaxl l ∈ Φ (2.8)
Vmin ≤ Vi ≤ V maxi i ∈ Ω (2.9)
where P TTCJ is the TTC between the sending bus I and the receiving bus J ; Pi and
Qi are net active and reactive power injection to bus i; Vi  θi is the voltage magnitude
and angle respectively at bus i; Gij + jBij is the bus-admittance matrix element at
11
Fig. 1. Two-level multi-area TTC computational model.
row i and column j; Pl and P
max
l are the active power ﬂow the upper limit of active
power ﬂow through the line l; V mini and V
max
i are lower and upper limits of voltage
magnitude at bus i. (2.5-2.7)are the AC power ﬂow equation; (2.8) is the branch
power ﬂow limit; (2.9) is the bus voltage magnitude limit. Note that the sending bus
I is considered as the slack bus in the formulation.
2. Two-Level Multi-Area TTC Computational Mode
The two-level computational model of TTC calculation in a multi-area power
system, which has n control areas, is shown in Fig. 1. Control areas do not necessarily
share their network data with others. The central coordinator derives quadratic
approximation of nonlinear PTDFs of all tie-lines of the entire system. Then, each
control area using the approximation to update the PTDFs and solves its own TTC
problem. Finally, the central operator coordinates the results from each control area
and then determines the ﬁnal TTC value between the speciﬁed buyers and sellers.
The control areas can belong to one of the following three categories:
1. A control area, which contains the sending bus;
12
2. A control area, which contains the receiving bus;
3. A control area, which contains neither.
If area k belongs to the ﬁrst category, the sending bus will be automatically
selected as the slack bus of the area. If area k belongs to the third category, the bus
SLk will be selected as the slack bus of the area. These two categories have the same
TTC calculation problem formulation as:
Max.P
TTC(k)
J (2.10)
subject to
Pi − Vi
∑
j∈Ωk
Vj(Gij cos θij + Bij sin θij) = 0 i ∈ ψk (2.11)
Qi − Vi
∑
j∈Ωk
Vj(Gij sin θij −Bij cos θij) = 0 i ∈ σk (2.12)
Pi −
∑
l∈δi
(∫ PTTC(k)J
P 0J
PTDFl(μ)dμ+ P
0
l
)
− Vi
∑
j∈Ωk
Vj(Gij cos θij + Bij sin θij) = 0 l ∈ δi, i ∈ λk
(2.13)
0 ≤ |Pl| ≤ Pmaxl l ∈ Φk (2.14)
0 ≤
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ PTTC(k)J
P 0J
PTDFl(μ)dμ+ P
0
l
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Pmaxl l ∈ γk (2.15)
Vmin ≤ Vi ≤ V maxi i ∈ Ωk (2.16)
If area k belongs to the second category, the bus SLk will be selected as the slack
bus of the area. Then, the TTC calculation Problem in the area can be formulated
as:
Max.P
TTC(k)
J (2.17)
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subject to
Pi − Vi
∑
j∈Ωk
Vj(Gij cos θij + Bij sin θij) = 0 i ∈ ψk, i = J (2.18)
Qi − Vi
∑
j∈Ωk
Vj(Gij sin θij −Bij cos θij) = 0 i ∈ σk (2.19)
Pi −
∑
l∈δi
(∫ PTTC(k)J
P 0J
PTDFl(μ)dμ+ P
0
l
)
− Vi
∑
j∈Ωk
Vj(Gij cos θij + Bij sin θij) = 0 l ∈ δi, i ∈ λk, i = J
(2.20)
PJ − P TTC(k)J − VJ
∑
j∈Ωk
Vj(Gij cos θij + Bij sin θij) = 0 (2.21)
0 ≤ |Pl| ≤ Pmaxl l ∈ Φk (2.22)
0 ≤
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ PTTC(k)J
P 0J
PTDFl(μ)dμ+ P
0
l
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Pmaxl l ∈ γk (2.23)
Vmin ≤ Vi ≤ V maxi i ∈ Ωk (2.24)
where P
TTC(k)
J is area k’s TTC which is to be determined. P
0
l and P
0
J are the power
ﬂow through the line l and the injection of bus J at the initial operating condition.
PTDFl is the Power Transfer Distribution Factor from the injection at bus J to ﬂow
on the tie line l, the injection at receiving bus J is the amount of transfer from the
slack bus to bus J . In my approach, PTDFl need to be updated with the increase of
the amount of transfer. (2.15) and (2.23) give the power ﬂow limits of the tie lines.
C. Power Transfer Distribution Factors
1. Linear PTDFs
The linearity property of the DC power ﬂow model can be used to ﬁnd the injec-
tion amount that would contribute to a speciﬁc power ﬂow. Consider a bus m and
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a line joining buses j and k. Following Wood and Wollenberg [23], the coeﬃcient of
the linear relationship between the incremental amount of an injection and the in-
cremental ﬂow on a line is called the (incremental) power transfer distribution factor
(PTDF).
The (incremental) PTDF from injection at bus m to ﬂow over the transmission
line connecting bus j and bus k is the sensitivity:
PTDFjk,m =
Xjm −Xkm
xjk
(2.25)
where xjk is the reactance of the transmission line connecting bus j and bus k; Xjm
is the element on the jth row and the mth column of the bus reactance matrix. For
brevity, I call this sensitivity ”the PTDF from m to line jk”.
From the power ﬂow point of view, a transaction is a speciﬁc amount of power
that is injected into the system at one bus m by a generator and removed at another
bus by a load n. In this case, then the PTDF from injection at bus m and withdrawal
at bus n to ﬂow on the line connecting bus j and bus k is the diﬀerence of sensitivities:
PTDFjk,mn = PTDFjk,m − PTDFjk,n = Xjm −Xkm −Xjn + Xkn
xjk
(2.26)
where xjk is the reactance of the transmission line connecting bus j and bus k; Xjm
is the entry in the jth row and the mth column of the bus reactance matrix X. For
brevity, I call this sensitivity ”the PTDF from mn to line jk”.
The change in line ﬂow associated with a new transaction is then
PNewjk = PTDFjk,mn · PNewmn (2.27)
where j and k are the buses at the ends of the line being monitored; m and n are the
”from” and ”to” buses for the proposed new transaction; PNewmn is the new transaction
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MW amount.
2. Nonlinear PTDFs
The linear PTDFs reviewed above depend on the topology of the electric power
system only. While, in AC analysis, the PTDFs depend on not only the system
topology but also the operating point. The evaluation of PTDFs at an operating
point from the Jacobian of the power ﬂow equations is also described in [23], section
13.3.
The active power ﬂow from bus j to bus k is deﬁned as:
Pjk = V
2
j Gjk − VjVk(Gjk cos θjk + Bjk sin θjk) (2.28)
We use the standard Newton Power Flow relationship between changes in state
variables and changes in the power injection [23], so that:⎡
⎢⎣
∂Pjk
∂θi
∂Pjk
∂Vi
⎤
⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎣ ∂Pm∂θi ∂Qm∂θi
∂Pm
∂Vi
∂Qm
∂Vi
⎤
⎥⎦ ·
⎡
⎢⎣
∂Pjk
∂Pm
∂Pjk
∂Qm
⎤
⎥⎦ = [JT ] ·
⎡
⎢⎣
∂Pjk
∂Pm
∂Pjk
∂Qm
⎤
⎥⎦ (2.29)
Thus, the power transfer distribution factor from the injection at bus m to the
power ﬂow on the line jk can be expressed as:⎡
⎢⎣
∂Pjk
∂Pm
∂Pjk
∂Qm
⎤
⎥⎦ = [JT ]−1 ·
⎡
⎢⎣
∂Pjk
∂θi
∂Pjk
∂Vi
⎤
⎥⎦ (2.30)
where the injection shift fact of the line connecting bus j with bus k with respect to
a change in injection at bus m is, PTDFjk,m =
∂Pjk
∂Pm
; In the right hand side of the
equation, change in the active power ﬂow of line jk with respect to changes in state
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variables is determined as:
∂Pjk
∂θi
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 i = j, k
VjVk(Gjk sin θjk − Bjk cos θjk) i = j
VjVk(−Gjk sin θjk + Bjk cos θjk) i = k
(2.31)
∂Pjk
∂Vi
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 i = j, k
2VjGjk − Vk(Gjk cos θjk + Bjk sin θjk) i = j
−Vj(Gjk cos θjk + Bjk sin θjk) i = k
(2.32)
If a transaction involve a change in injection at bus m and a corresponding
withdrawal at bus n, the nonlinear PTDF in AC system is also can be calculated by:
PTDFjk,mn = PTDFjk,m − PTDFjk,n (2.33)
where PTDFjk,m and PTDFjk,n can be calculated from (2.30). Note that the PTDF
from slack bus to line jk, PTDFjk,slack ≡ 0.
From (2.30), we can see that the PTDFs are functions of the operating point. If
we just consider a single power transfer, where the operating point is a function of
the injections, the PTDFs will also be functions of the transfer.
The power ﬂow through the transmission line jk due to a new transaction PNewmn
can be expressed as:
Pjk =
∫ PNewmn
0
PTDFjk,mn(μ)dμ+ P
0
jk (2.34)
where P 0jk is the power ﬂow through the line jk at the initial operating condition.
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3. Behavior of PTDFs Near Static Collapse
In this section, the behavior of operating point dependent active power distri-
bution factors is analyzed. At a given operating point driven by a transfer, the
distribution factor is computed exactly as (2.33) where all the terms are operating
point dependent sensitivities and the sensitivities with respect to the system state
variables can be explicitly obtained from (2.30). Since the Jacobian becomes singular
at collapse, the sensitivities to the parameter in the previous expression diverge as
the point of collapse is approached. Thus, it is expected that distribution factors in
meshed system experience considerable changes close to collapse. I illustrate these
changes in the numerical example of this chapter, which shows typical distribution
factors across alternative parallel links for values of in the interval.
Therefore, PTDF based method is not suitable for the TTC computation consid-
ering voltage stability problem. In this chapter, the TTC computation just consider
the thermal and voltage constraints and assume that the system satisfy the voltage
stability condition.
4. Quadratic Approximation
It is hard to analytically formulate the relationship between the PTDFs and the
injections, because the matrix [J ] and
[
∂Pjk
∂θi
,
∂Pjk
∂Vi
]T
in (2.30) are both functions of
injections. Thus, a second-order Talyor series expansion is used to approximate the
PTDFs as below:
∂Pjk
∂Pm
=
∂Pjk
∂Pm
|Pm=P 0m + (Pm − P 0m)
∂2Pjk
∂P 2m
|Pm=P 0m +
1
2
(Pm − P 0m)2
∂3Pjk
∂P 3m
|Pm=P 0m (2.35)
∂Pjk
∂Qm
=
∂Pjk
∂Qm
|Qm=Q0m+(Qm−Q0m)
∂2Pjk
∂Q2m
|Qm=Q0m+
1
2
(Qm−Q0m)2
∂3Pjk
∂Q3m
|Qm=Q0m (2.36)
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where (P 0m, Q
0
m) is the injection at bus m at the initial operating point. The expres-
sions of
∂2Pjk
∂P 2m
,
∂2Pjk
∂Q2m
and
∂3Pjk
∂P 3m
,
∂3Pjk
∂Q3m
are derived in the Appendix A.
The elements in the right side of (2.35) and (2.36) can be obtained at the initial
operating condition except for the injection (Pi, Qi). Thus, a quadratic formulation
is derived to approximate the relationship between the PTDFs and injections by
executing a single power ﬂow at the initial operating condition.
D. Proposal Procedure
1. Central Coordinator
The central coordinator does not know the detail operating information of each
area and just executes two functions:
1. Derive the quadratic approximation of PTDFs by executing a single power ﬂow
at initial operating condition;
2. Compare the values of P TTC obtained from each control area and ﬁnd the
smallest one, and then determine the ﬁnal TTC value between the speciﬁed
buyer and sellers.
Received data: base case operating information, sink and source buses, TTC
result from each area.
Sent data: quadratic expression of the PTDFS of tie-lines, system-wide TTC
result.
2. Each Control Area
Each control area calculates its own P TTC using repeated power ﬂow method.
The ﬂowchart is shown in Fig. 2, which includes the following steps:
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Fig. 2. Flowchart for each control area.
1. Set the repeated step of power ﬂow analysis;
2. Increase the value of P TTC;
3. Update PTDFs and let PTDFs = PTDFs(P TTC);
4. Solve the equality constraints (2.2);
5. Check whether any limits are violated, if yes, go to step 6; if not, go to step 2
and repeat the steps 2-5;
6. Stop and send the P TTC of this area to the central coordinator.
Received data: quadratic expression of the PTDFS of tie-lines.
Sent data: local TTC computation result.
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Fig. 3. IEEE 118-bus partitioned interconnected system.
Table I. Assumed line power ﬂow limits of IEEE 118-bus system (RPF)
Line Code Power Flow
Limits (MW)
L7, L9, L13, L21, L31, L33, L38, L50, L90, L94, L96-
99, L108, L110, L116, L123, L124, L137-139, L141, L142,
L163, L183
800
L8, L32, L36, L51, L54, L93, L95, L102, L107, L127, L134 1000
E. Numerical Results
The proposed two-level hierarchical computation scheme is validated on IEEE
118-bus test system. The system is divided into three areas each having about 35−40
buses. The system partitioning and tie-lines are shown in Fig. 3. Voltage limits used
are 0.90−1.10p.u.. The power ﬂow limits used are 150 MW except for the lines listed
in Table I. The incremental step is 1MW in repeated power ﬂow.
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Fig. 4. PTDFs across the lines in the cutset of Area 1.
1. Single Transfer
Two cases are used to evaluate our approach. Case 1 is to ﬁnd TTC between bus
69 (seller) in area 2 and bus 2 (buyer) in area 1. Case 2 is to ﬁnd TTC between bus
69 (seller) in area 2 and bus 71 (buyer) in area 3.
Case 1:
The PTDFs changes are illustrated in Fig. 4. The ﬁgure shows typical distribu-
tion factors across the lines in the cut-set of Area 1 where the sink bus 2 is located.
With the increase of the transfer from the source bus 69 to the sink bus 2, it is
expected that these PTDFs experience considerable changes.
A comparison of results obtained with and without updating PTDFs are given
in Table II. The limiting constraints are the voltage magnitude limit at bus 2 and
the power ﬂow limit on line 104, in areas 1 and 2 respectively. In area 3, the power
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Table II. P TTCBus2 of diﬀerent control areas
Area1 Area2 Area3
P TTCBus2 (Updated) 443 320 644
P TTCBus2 (Not updated) 443 349 808
Limit Constraint Bus 2 Line 104 Line 30
Table III. P TTCBus71 of diﬀerent control areas
Area1 Area2 Area3
P TTCBus71 (Updated) 974 958 748
P TTCBus71 (Not updated) 1210 1326 798
Limit Constraint Bus 30 Line 119 Line 117
ﬂow limit on the tie-line 30 which connects buses 23 and 24 is hit ﬁrst.
Case 2:
The PTDFs changes are illustrated in Fig. 5. The ﬁgure shows typical distribu-
tion factors across the lines in the cut-set of Area 3 where the sink bus 71 is located.
With the increase of the transfer from the source bus 69 to the sink bus 71, it is
expected that these PTDFs experience considerable changes.
A comparison of results obtained with and without updating PTDFs are given
in Table III. The limiting constraint in area 1 is the power ﬂow limit on the tie-line
30 connecting buses 23 and 24; the limiting constraint in area 2 is the power ﬂow
limit on the tie-line 119 connecting bus 69 and bus 70; the limiting constraint in area
3 is power ﬂow limit on line 117.
The results summarized in Table IV. It can be seen that if the PTDFs are up-
dated as suggested in this chapter when calculating TTCs using multi-area two-level
hierarchical algorithm, the results of the integrated and multi-area solutions will be
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Fig. 5. PTDFs across the lines in the cutset of Area 3.
Table IV. Results of the integrated and multi-area calculation - single transfer
Integrated System Multi-area System
(Updated)
Multi-area System
(Not updated)
P TTCBus2(MW) 320 320 349
Error 0.0% 9.0%
P TTCBus71(MW) 729 748 798
Error 2.6% 9.5%
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Table V. Simultaneous TTC of diﬀerent control areas
Area1 Area2 Area3
P TTCBus2 443 279 568
P TTCBus71 423 259 548
Limit Constraint Bus 2 Line 104 Line 119
Table VI. PTDFs of single and simultaneous transfers to tie-lines
Tie-line Single Transfer
case 1
Single Transfer
case 2
Simultaneous
Transfer
15 to 23 -0.1208 -0.0216 -0.1424
19 to 34 -0.1081 -0.0239 -0.1321
30 to 38 -0.5407 -0.1072 -0.6478
23 to 24 -0.2642 -0.1584 -0.1058
69 to 70 0.1719 0.5005 0.6724
69 to 75 0.0978 0.2365 0.3344
69 to 77 0.1054 0.1039 0.2093
68 to 81 -0.0890 0.0638 -0.0252
very close, yielding an acceptable approximation. On the other hand, using constant
PTDFs will yield errors which may be signiﬁcant depending upon the operating point.
2. Simultaneous Transfer
The simultaneous transfer case combines the above two single transfer cases. The
seller bus is bus 69 in area 2 which is the slack bus in this case. The buyer buses are
2 (buyer) in area 1 and bus 71 (buyer) in area 3. Gradually increase load at bus 2
and 71 at 1 MW per step, respectively.
The results obtained with updating PTDFs are given in Table V. PTDFs of
f t-lines on base case for single and simultaneous transfers are listed in Table VI.
Compared with the single transfer cases, the TTC results are diﬀerent. The reason
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Table VII. Results of the integrated and multi-area calculation-simultaneous transfer
Integrated System Multi-area System
P TTCBus2(MW) 279 279
P TTCBus71(MW) 259 259
is that PTDF to a certain line are calculated by summing the PTDFs for all of the
transfers to this line with the eﬀect of simultaneous transfer.
The results summarized in in Table VII. It can be seen that the proposed PTDF-
based decomposition method can also be extended to the simultaneous TTC studies.
F. Conclusion
In this chapter, a quadratic approximation of nonlinear PTDFs which are derived
by a Taylor series expansion is used to update PTDFs in TTC calculations of a multi-
area system. The proposed updating method does not require numerical integration
but just a single power ﬂow solution. In the proposed hierarchical computation ar-
chitecture, the PTDFs are updated to calculate nonlinear TTC in each area while
a central entity coordinates these results to determine the ﬁnal TTC value. This
approach avoids information exchange between areas during the TTC calculation.
Simulation results on the IEEE 118-bus system are used to validate the proposed
method for both single and simultaneous TTC studies.
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CHAPTER III
REI-EQUIVALENT BASED DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHM
A. Introduction
The transfer of power through a transmission network is accompanied by voltage
drops between the generation and the loads. In some circumstances, in the seconds
or minutes following a disturbance, voltages may experience large, progressive falls,
which are so pronounced that the system integrity is endangered and power cannot
be delivered correctly to customers. This situation is referred to as voltage instability
and its calamitous result as voltage collapse.
In an increasing number of systems, voltage instability is recognized as major
threat for system operation and planning, at least as important as thermal and voltage
magnitude problems, considered in the Chapter II. At the other hand, contingency
analysis aims at analyzing the system response to large disturbances that may lead
to instability and collapse. While contingency analysis usually focuses on a particular
operating point, it may be also desirable to determine how far a system can move
away from this operating point and still remain in stable state.
A literature survey [27] on voltage instability problem concluded four methods
to obtain loadability limits (transfer capability): Continuation Power Flow (CPF) [8–
11,28], time simulation coupled with sensitivity analysis [29,30], VQ courves [31,32],
and optimization methods [33–36]
In this chapter, we will use CPF method to calculate TTC with the consideration
the contingencies, thermal limits, bus voltage limits, generator Q limits, and voltage
stability limit. Generally, CPF execution is commonly undertaken by the Independent
System Operator (ISO), which can access the entire network model and information.
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In multi-area power system, a decentralized solution which is identical to the
integrated system solution can be obtained by applying decomposition methods to
a centralized problem. The decentralized method has been successfully used in DC
power ﬂow, RPF and OPF. In [20], a decomposition method based on linear Power
Transfer Distribution Factors (PTDFs) is used to determine the multi-area TTC by
decentralized DC load ﬂow. This method is extended to nonlinear PTDFs and TTC
is determined by decentralized RPF in [37]. Also, a distributed multi-area OPF
method is described in [38]. Moreover, various decentralized OPF methods have been
proposed for congestion management as reported in [39, 40]. However, the CPF has
not been formulated in a decentralized framework yet.
There are two main contributions of this chapter. The ﬁrst is a decomposition
framework, where each area uses REI-type network equivalents to represent its neigh-
bors. The second is a decentralized version of the CPF method to compute the TTC.
In the proposed version, the continuation parameter is updated in a distributed but
coordinated manner. The main objective of the proposed method is to allow each area
to compute the entire system’s TTC value without knowing the detailed operating
data of other areas and thus to save the computation time.
B. Continuation Power Flow (CPF) for TTC Computation
CPF is a general method, which can yield a solution even at voltage stability
points. Since this method is well documented in the literature [9, 10], it will be only
brieﬂy reviewed here.
The purpose of the continuation power ﬂow was to ﬁnd a continuum of power
ﬂow solutions for a given load change scenario. The general principle behind the
continuation power ﬂow is rather simple. It employs a predictor-corrector scheme to
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Fig. 6. An illustration of the predictorarrector scheme used in the continuation power
ﬂow.
ﬁnd a solution path of a set of power ﬂow equations that have been reformulated to
include a load parameter. As shown in Fig. 6, it starts from a known solution and
uses a tangent predictor to estimate a subsequent solution corresponding to a diﬀerent
value of the load parameter. This estimate is then corrected using the same Newton-
Raphson technique employed by a conventional power ﬂow. The local parametrization
mentioned earlier provides a means of identifying each point along the solution path
and plays an integral part in avoiding singularity in the Jacobian.
1. Review of the Locally Parametrization CPF
1) Reformulation of the Power Flow Equations: The net active and reactive
injections at the sink and source buses are the function of λ
Pi = Pi0 + λKPi (3.1)
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Qi = Qi0 + λKQi (3.2)
where λ is the parameter controlling the amount of injection; Pi0, Qi0 are the base
case real and reactive power injections at bus i; KPi, KQi are the load participation
factors, and the constant power load model will be considered.
The traditional power ﬂow equations augmented by an extra equation for λ are
expressed as:
f(θ, V, λ) = 0 (3.3)
where θ is the vector of bus voltage angles, and V is the vector of bus voltage mag-
nitudes.
2) Predicting the Next Solution: The predictor with step length control provides
an initial estimate of the state variables for the power ﬂow solution for the next step
increase in transfer power. Without a good starting approximation for each step, the
power ﬂow algorithm will fail to converge or converge to an extraneous solution. Once
a base case (for λ=0) solution is found, the next solution can be predicted by taking
an appropriately sized step in a direction tangent to the solution path. The tangent
vector t = [dθ dV dλ]T is derived
d[f(θ, V, λ)] = fθdθ + fV dV + fλdλ (3.4)
Since (4.4)is rank deﬁcient, an arbitrary value such as 1 can be assigned as one
of the elements of the tangent vector t = [dθ dV dλ]T , i.e., tk = ±1. Then⎡
⎢⎣ fθ fV fλ
ek
⎤
⎥⎦ [t] =
⎡
⎢⎣ 0
±1
⎤
⎥⎦ (3.5)
where ek is a row vector with all elements zero, except for the kth entry that is equal
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to 1.
The prediction will then be computed as⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
θ∗
V ∗
λ∗
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
θ
V
λ
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦+ σ
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
dθ
dV
dλ
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.6)
where ∗ denotes the predicted solution for the next value and σ is a scalar used to
adjust the step size.
2. Choosing the Continuation Parameter
The largest element of the tangent vector is assigned as the continuation param-
eter
xk : |tk| = max{|t1|, |t2|, . . . , |tm|} (3.7)
where t is the tangent vector with a corresponding dimension m = 2n1 + n2 + 1,
where n1 and n2 are the number of P-Q and P-V buses, respectively. The index k
corresponds to the maximum component of the tangent vector.
3. Parametrization and the Corrector
The corrector is a slightly modiﬁed Newton power ﬂow algorithm in which the
Jacobian matrix is augmented by an equation to account for the continuation param-
eter. Because the number of state variables for power ﬂow solution is unchanged, it
is necessary, at each step of CPF, to select and assign a value to one variable of x.
This is called local parameterizations. The selection and assigned value are made by
CPF.
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Let x = [θ V λ]T and xk = η; then, the new set of equations will take the form⎡
⎢⎣ f(x)
xk − η
⎤
⎥⎦ = [0] (3.8)
where η is an appropriate value for the kth element of x. A modiﬁed Newton power
ﬂow is used to solve (4.22).
C. Integrated System TTC computation
A practical CPF implementation considers contingencies and the eﬀects of phys-
ical and operating limits in the integrated system TTC calculation. The calculator
obtains the current system state from the State Estimator (SE). A contingency list
is obtained from the Security Analysis (SA) function. Load forecasters, generation
schedules and outage equipment information are provided by the Current Operating
Plan (COP). The result is posted at the Open Access Same-Time Information Sys-
tem (OASIS). The following is a summary of the steps for determining the TTC for
a speciﬁc source/sink transfer case.
1. Input power system data.
2. Select the contingency from the contingency list.
3. Initialize:
(a) Run power ﬂows to ensure that the initial point does not violate any limits.
(b) Set the tolerance for the change of transfer power.
4. Prediction step of CPF:
(a) Correction the tangent vector t = [dθ dV dλ]T .
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(b) Choose the scalar σ to design the prediction step size.
(c) Make a step of increase of the transfer power to predict the next solution
using equation (4.6).
5. Correction step of CPF with generator Q limits. Solve the equation (4.22).
6. Check for limit violations:
Check the solution of the step 5 for violations of operational or physical limits–
line ﬂow limit, voltage magnitude limit, and voltage stability limit. If there are
violations, reduce the transfer power increment by σ = 0.5σ, then go back to
step 5 until the change of the transfer power is smaller than the tolerance. The
maximum transfer power for the selected contingency is reached. Otherwise, go
to the prediction step 4.
7. Check if all contingencies are processed. If yes, compare the maximum transfer
powers for all the contingencies and choose the smallest one as the TTC for this
speciﬁc source/sink transfer case and terminate the procedure. Otherwise, go
to step 2.
D. Decomposition of the System
The main challenge in decomposing a multi-area system into areas is to ﬁnd proper
coupling constraints between areas. In this paper, a new decomposition scheme based
on the REI-type equivalents is developed.
1. System Decomposition
In a multi-area system, it is assumed that each area operates autonomously by its
own independent operator. Each area carries out its own CPF calculation and main-
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Fig. 7. Interconnected system divided into three parts.
tains its own detailed system model. Furthermore, each area uses network equivalents
to represent the buses in other areas except for the boundary buses, the seller bus and
the buyer bus whose identities are maintained by excluding them from the equivalents.
Two-area-interconnected system is illustrated as an example to introduce the
decomposition method detailed in Fig. 7. The system can be divided into three
parts: 1) internal area; 2) inner external area which includes boundary buses incident
to internal area; and 3) outer external area. Considering area A operation, parts 1)
and 2) will be modeled in detail and part 3) will be reduced to an equivalent network.
The sending and receiving buses of this system should be retained, since the load and
generation at these buses will have to be modiﬁed when solving the CPF.
2. Review of the REI-Type Equivalents
Among various equivalent techniques that appeared in the literature [41], REI-
type equivalents are chosen here for two reasons: 1) the bus identities (types) are
not lost but represented in an aggregated form when replaced by the REI-nodes, and
2) the reactive power can be provided by the equivalents more accurately especially
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around the base case operation. Therefore, more accurately results can be obtained
when considering the voltage problem.
REI-type equivalents are developed by Dimo [42], and later introduced to the U.S
by Tinney and Powell in [43]. The basic idea of the REI equivalent is to aggregate the
injections of a group of buses into a single bus. The aggregated injection is distributed
to these buses via a radial network called the REI network. After the aggregation,
all buses with zero injections are eliminated yielding the equivalent. The procedure
of obtaining an REI equivalent consists of two steps:
1. As shown in Fig. 8, construct and REI network from the base case power ﬂow
solution and attach it to the buses to be eliminated. The admittance values, Yi,
net complex power injection at the R bus, SR and its voltage VR are given as:
Yi =
−S∗i
|Vi|2 , i = 1, . . . , n (3.9)
SR =
n∑
i=1
Si (3.10)
VR =
SR∑n
i=1 (Si/Vi)
; VG = 0 (3.11)
YR =
S∗R
|VR|2 (3.12)
where Si is the net complex power injected at bus i.
2. Eliminate the bus 1,2,. . . ,n and bus G by Kron reduction and obtain the equiv-
alent network model.
It is often desirable to construct more than one REI network for the external
system. [44] suggested that loads should be aggregated to an REI network and gen-
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Fig. 8. REI network attached to the original network.
erations should be aggregated to a diﬀerent REI network for accuracy. Since the
eliminated passive nodes will be represented by a single REI node, these nodes are
grouped based on their type (PQ or PV). In this study, all PV and PQ buses except
for the seller and buyer buses of outer external area are grouped into two diﬀerent
REI equivalent networks which are assigned the corresponding bus types (PQ or PV)
accordingly.
E. Multi-Area TTC Computation
Using the above decomposition method, operators in all areas can compute system-
wide TTC without exchanging the information between each other. However, the
admittances of the REI network are functions of the operating point for which the
equivalent is constructed. Doing so will also introduce errors in the multi-area TTC
result. In light of this, the equivalent has to be properly updated during the TTC
computation. In [45], Dy Liacco, Savulescu and Ramarao proposed an X-REI equiva-
lent with a calibrating network which is used for the boundary mismatching. In [46],
Dopazo, Irisarri and Sasson proposed an S-REI equivalent where the REI-node voltage
and the equivalent network parameters are updated.
A diﬀerent method to update the REI network is proposed here. The criteria
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for updating REI network are the maximum mismatch of the tie line power ﬂows
and buyer bus voltages from diﬀerent areas. In order to implement that method,
which requires comparison of the tie line power ﬂows and buyer bus voltage, the
computations of each area must be synchronized.
In the case of the decentralized RPF implementation, the increment of transfer
power is ﬁxed. It is easy for diﬀerent area to achieve synchronism. Each area cal-
culates its own TTC using the equivalent system by using the repeated incremental
power ﬂow approach. If an update ﬂag is received from the central coordinator, each
control area will update and rebuilt its equivalent by means of current operating
point and send it back so that they are re-broadcasted to all other areas. The central
coordinator simply runs a single power ﬂow for the base case. During the multi-area
TTC computation, the central coordinator only monitors the tie-line power ﬂows and
receiving bus voltage magnitude. It does not know or need the detailed operating
information of each area.
In the case of the decentralized CPF implementation, each area carries out its
own CPF and the continuation parameter for each area may be diﬀerent at each step.
Therefore, a strategy for choosing and updating the continuation parameter which
ensures synchronized CPF calculation in diﬀerent areas is introduced.
1. Choice and Updating of the Continuation Parameter
A self-adaptive step size control is implemented for the sink area. Λ is chosen as
the continuation parameter when starting from the base case. Then the continuation
parameter is chosen from the voltage increment vector. A constant voltage magnitude
decrease is used to predict the next solution. Usually, the scalar σ in (4.22) is set
as 0.02. Therefore, a constant decrease in voltage magnitude will result in a large
increase in load at the beginning and a small increase in load as the nose point is
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approached.
After each correction step, the load change at the sink area will be broadcast to
all other areas. The continuation parameter remains to be λ in all other areas, and
the scalar σ is set as the load change of the sink area at each step. Hence, diﬀerent
areas will have the same load increase at each discrete step of CPF calculation.
For the areas where the prediction step is not parameterized, voltage stability
violation is decided based on whether or not the correction steps converge. If the
prediction step is too large and the correction step does not converge, it will imply
the violation of voltage stability limit in this area. In such a case, this area will
broadcast the limit violation signal to all other areas. The power transfer increment
will be reduced by half before the process resumes.
2. Generator Reactive Power Limits
Another issue related to updating the equivalents is the generator reactive power
limits. As the power transfer increases at a chosen PQ bus, generator buses will
continue to hit their Q limits in succession. As each limit is reached, the generated
reactive power will be held at the Q limit, bus type will be switched to PQ and.the
bus voltage will become an unknown increasing the dimension of the Jacobian by one.
While updating the equivalents, these generator buses which are now of type PQ are
grouped with other PQ buses in each area. This will continue until other limits are
reached.
3. Contingencies Issue in Multi-Area System
Contingencies associated with the tie-lines must be co-monitored by all areas.
However, contingencies caused by topology changes within individual areas do not
have to be modeled directly by others. Instead, when a contingency occurs within one
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area, only the network model of this area will be changed ﬁrst by its area computer.
Since, the other areas will not be informed about this contingency, they will not take
any action. As a result, the tie-line power ﬂows and buyer bus voltages calculated from
diﬀerent areas will have very large mismatches during the synchronized computation.
After updating the equivalents for the area experiencing the contingency, the updated
equivalent buses will reﬂect the eﬀects of the contingency. This way, other areas can
account for the eﬀects of the contingency indirectly.
The contingency analysis will be carried out in a pre-speciﬁed sequence. First,
the contingencies occurring in tie-lines will be analyzed and co-monitored by all areas.
Then, the other contingencies occurring within individual areas will be analyzed that
area at a time.
4. Proposal Procedure
The proposed method assumes that areas do not share their network data such
as current system state, contingencies, and operating or physical limits; however they
are willing to cooperate via a central coordinator for system wide computations such
as TTC.
Procedure followed by the central coordinator: The central coordinator does not
know or need the detailed operating information of each area. The ﬂowchart is shown
in Fig. 9. The central coordinator executes ﬁve functions:
(a) Run the base case power ﬂow, and read the power ﬂow data and the transfer
case to build the computation model for each area by REI equivalents.
(b) Build the contingency list of tie-lines and distribute it to each area.
(c) Compare the tie line and receiving bus information from each area and send
the update ﬂags to each area.
(d) Distribute the load change of each step at the sink area to other areas.
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Fig. 9. Flowchart for central coordinator.
(e) Distribute the equivalents if there are update ﬂags.
Received data: Load change of sink area at each step, all tie line real power ﬂows,
receiving bus voltage, and updated area equivalents if update ﬂag is up.
Sent data: Contingency list of tie-lines, base case computation model for each
area, tolerance for the change of transfer power, load change of sink area at each step,
update ﬂag, and updated area equivalents if update ﬂag is up.
Procedure to be carried out by each area: Each area carries out its CPF calculation
by using the equivalent system of other areas. Computations at each area must be
synchronized. The detailed computation steps of each area block for determining
TTC are:
(a) Input data. Receive the computational model at base case, the contingency
list of tie-lines, and the tolerance for the change of transfer power from the central
coordinator.
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(b) Select a contingency following the sequence described in section E.2.
(c) Check the update ﬂag. If there is no update ﬂag from the central coordinator,
go to step (e); else, continue.
(d) Update the computation model and then continue.
(i) Build an REI equivalent for its own system.
(ii) Send the equivalent to the coordinator, which in turn distributes it to all
other areas.
(iii) Receive the equivalents of all other areas.
(iv) Build its computation model.
(e) Prediction step of CPF. If it is the sink area, the continuation parameter is
chosen from the voltage increment vector . Choose the scalar to design the prediction
step size. If it is not the sink area, the continuation parameter is always the power
increment vector . This step increase of the transfer power will be decided by the
sink area’s load change.
(f) Correction step of CPF with generator Q limits. If it is the sink area, the
load change should be sent to the central coordinator after the correction step.
(g) Check for limit violations. If there are violations, broadcast the limit violation
signal to other areas and all areas reduce the transfer power increment by half and
go back to correction step (f). If the change of the transfer power is smaller than the
tolerance, this is the maximum transfer power for the selected contingency. Otherwise,
go to next step.
(h) Send the tie line real power ﬂows and buyer bus voltage to the coordinator.
Then go to step (c).
(i) Is this the last contingency? If yes, compare the maximum transfer powers
for the selected contingencies and choose the smallest one as the TTC for the speciﬁc
source/sink transfer case. Otherwise, go to step (b).
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Table VIII. Assumed line power ﬂow limits of IEEE 118-bus system (CPF)
Line Code Power Flow
Limits (MW)
L8-9, L9-10, L2-12, L15-17, L16-17, L23-25, L25-27, L8-
30, L26-30, L23-32, L34-37, L60-61, L63-64, L38-65, L64-
65, L49-66, L49-66, L69-70, L70-71, L69-75, L77-80, L88-
89, L89-90, L89-92, L100-103, L68-116
800
L5-8, L25-26, L17-30, L37-38, L59-63, L61-64, L65-66,
L68-69, L80-81, L86-87
1000
Received data: contingency list of tie-lines, base case computation model, toler-
ance for the change of transfer power, load change of the sink area, update ﬂag, and
other area REI equivalents if update ﬂag is up.
Sent data: load change of sink area, tie line real power ﬂows, receiving bus voltage
magnitude, and area’s updated REI equivalent if update ﬂag is up.
F. Numerical Results
The proposed method is tested on IEEE 118-bus test system. The system is
divided into three control areas as Fig. 3. One hundred seventy-seven contingencies
are analyzed in the following sequence: ﬁrst, eight contingencies occurred in tie-lines;
second, 45 contingencies within area 1; third, 61 contingencies within area 2; fourth,
63 contingencies within area 3. Line ﬂow, voltage magnitude, generator Q and voltage
stability limits are considered for this multi-area TTC computation. The generator
Q limits are given in the test case. The voltage limits used are 0.85− 1.10 p.u. The
power ﬂow limits used are 150 MW except for the lines listed in Table VIII. Two cases
are given in detail for illustrating contingency occurred in tie-line and the contingency
occurred within area 1.
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Fig. 10. Situation after REI-equivalent-based decomposition.
The transaction between seller bus 69 in area 2 and the buyer bus 16 in area 1
is illustrated here. Based on the base case integrated system power ﬂow result, each
area builds its own REI equivalent system. In each area, there equivalent branches
connecting boundary buses, REI nodes, and receiving/sending buses. The system
decomposition result based on REI-type equivalent is shown in Fig. 10. R1, R2, and
R3 refer to the REI equivalent buses. Each one includes one PV equivalent bus and
one PQ equivalent bus. Then, the equivalent model is distributed to other areas. Each
area makes use of its detailed model and REI-type network equivalents of the other
areas in building its computation model and then carries out the CPF calculation.
The tolerance for the change of the transfer power is set as 0.01 MW. The scalar σ is
set as 0.02 for for the sink area. The error limit is set as 4%. Therefore, 6 MW (4%
of the line power ﬂow limit) is chosen as the tie line mismatch limit and 0.04 p.u. as
the receiving bus voltage magnitude mismatch limit to be used for deciding whether
or not to update area equivalents.
Tie-line Outage Contingency: The ﬁrst illustrated contingency is the outage of
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Table IX. Generator buses at maximum reactive power output
Load of buyer bus (MW) Area1 Area2 Area3
25.00 19,32 34 92,103,105
37.35 12,19,32 34 92,103,105
155.60 12,19,32 92,103,105
187.28 12,15,19,32 92,103,105
tie-line 23 − 24 which connects area 1 and area 3. This contingency is ranked the
highest among all 8 contingencies that involve tie-line outages for the chosen power
transfer case. The contingency should be analyzed and co-monitored by all three
areas. Each area uses the computation model from the base case and selects this
contingency. Table IX shows the generators reaching their Q limits at diﬀerent load
levels. For example, at the initial point, generator buses 19 and 32 in area 1 reach
their Q limits. These buses are grouped with other PQ buses in area 1 into bus 120,
which is a PQ equivalent bus representing all PQ buses in area 1.
Areas carry out their multi-area TTC computations. When the load of buyer
bus reaches 120.97 MW, the buyer bus voltages calculated by area 1, area 2 and area
3 are 0.9389, 0.9050 and 0.8983 respectively. Therefore, the bus voltage mismatch
limit is violated and REI equivalents of areas need to be updated. At this load level,
generator bus 12 in area 1 reaches its Q limit and it will be grouped into bus 120.
When the load of the buyer bus reaches 187.28 MW, REI equivalents of areas are
updated again. Generator bus 15 in area 1 which reaches its Q limit will be grouped
into bus 120. The updating scheme of area 1 is shown in Fig. 11. The solid line
marked by squares is the PV curve of bus 122, a PQ equivalent bus which represents
the PQ buses in area 2. Its voltage is updated from point A (0.9820) to B (0.9997),
and from C (0.9885) to D (1.0024).
The updating scheme of area 2 is shown in Fig. 12. The solid line with square
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Fig. 11. Comparison of PV curves calculated by area 1 and integrated system.
Fig. 12. Comparison of PV curves calculated by area 2 and integrated system.
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mark is the PV curve of bus 120. Its voltage is updated from E (0.9427) to F (0.9572),
and from G (0.9340) to H (0.9517). The voltage of the buyer bus, the solid line with
cross mark, is updated from I (0.9050) to J (0.9389), and from K (0.8665) to L
(0.8989). This mismatch will not lead to wrong voltage limit violations because area
2 only checks voltage limits for the buses within area 2 while bus 16 belongs to area
1.
When the load of buyer bus reaches 212.78 MW, the power ﬂow limit of the
line from bus 65 to bus 68 is hit in area 2. Therefore, the maximum transfer power
calculated by our proposed method is 212.78 MW for this selected contingency. In
the integrated system, the value is 213.26 MW with the same limit. The power
ﬂow solution comparison between the multi-area system and the integrated system
is illustrated in Fig. 11. The solid line with cross mark and the solid line with circle
mark are the PV curves of bus 16 computed by our proposed method and integrated
method, respectively.
Next illustrated contingency is the outage of line 12-16 in area 1. This contin-
gency is ranked highest among the rest of 169 contingencies for this speciﬁc transfer
case. At the beginning, each area uses the base case model to calculate the TTC.
Then, area 1 introduces this contingency while other areas remain unaware of the
details of this contingency. Then, three areas continue their TTC computations. Ta-
ble X shows the voltage magnitude of equivalent bus 120 before and after updating.
Bus 120 is a PQ equivalent bus which represents the PQ buses in area 1, and reﬂects
the eﬀects of the contingency. As the load of the buyer bus is increased, generator
buses 19, 32, 34, 92, 103, and 105 always hit their Q limits.
The maximum transfer power calculated by our proposed method is 91.71 MW
for which the voltage magnitude of bus 16 is the binding limit. In the integrated
system, this value is found as 90.85 MW with the same binding limit.
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Table X. Voltage magnitude of equivalent bus 120
Step Load of buyer
bus (MW)
Voltage magnitude
before update (p.u.)
Voltage magnitude
after update (p.u.)
1 65.32 0.9611 0.9694
2 75.85 0.9617 0.9693
3 85.42 0.9605 0.9692
4 94.22 0.9599 0.9691
Table XI. Comparison of TTC value of CPU time for these two methods
Path Method TTC (MW) CPU time (minutes)
69→16 Integrated 90.85 4.12
Multi-area 91.71 2.92
69→2 Integrated 87.71 3.81
Multi-area 88.28 2.71
69→28 Integrated 102.20 3.92
Multi-area 104.34 2.45
69→86 Integrated 63.23 4.07
Multi-area 64.76 2.87
69→106 Integrated 78.09 3.85
Multi-area 78.92 2.67
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Table XI shows the comparison of TTC value and CPU time for three diﬀerent
power transactions. All calculations are conducted on a Pentium IV 2.4-GHz personal
computer using a program developed in MatLab. The multi-area TTC computation
is assumed to be implemented in such a way that areas carry out their computations
simultaneously. The communication time between areas and central coordinator is
assumed negligible. Based on these assumptions, the simulation results appear in
favor of the multi-area solution scheme.
G. Conclusion
A method for calculating the TTC in a large interconnected multi-area power
system is presented. The method assumes that areas do not share their network data
among themselves; however they are willing to cooperate via a central coordinator
for system wide computations such as TTC. The proposed method evaluates TTC
by taking into account contingencies and the eﬀects of power system physical and
operating limits on the line ﬂows and voltage magnitude, generator reactive power,
as well as the voltage stability limit. It uses the CPF as the computational tool
and presents an implementation scheme where the computations are carried out in a
distributed manner among the individual area computers. This is accomplished by
the use of REI equivalents with a novel updating scheme, which is accomplished with
limited data exchange between areas. Simulation results on the IEEE 118-bus system
using integrated and proposed multi-area methods are provided for validation.
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CHAPTER IV
A DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHM FOR MULTI-AREA OPF PROBLEM
A. Introduction
Optimal Power Flow (OPF) problem has been extensively studied and algo-
rithmic improvements have been developed since its introduction in the early 1960’s
[12,13]. Hence, OPF solution techniques are quite mature and are widely used in min-
imizing generation cost and/or overall system losses [13]. Furthermore, these methods
play a crucial role in the current deregulated environment due to their potential to
optimally distribute the resources and thus yielding signiﬁcant economic beneﬁts to
both power suppliers and customers. OPF problem formulation can account for the
system constraints including AC load ﬂow equations, transmission line thermal limits
and voltage limits. Other considerations concerning pricing can also be incorporated
into the formulation as well [47]. Several algorithms have been proposed to solve the
OPF problem [13,48].
OPF solution methods proposed so far are based on the assumption that the cal-
culations will be commonly undertaken by the Independent System Operator (ISO),
which can access the entire network model and its current economic information. On
the other hand, it is recognized that a decentralized solution which is identical to the
integrated system solution can be obtained by applying decomposition methods to a
centralized problem.
Recently, a decomposition method is successfully used to solve the DC power
ﬂow and OPF problems where there are limited data and information exchange be-
tween diﬀerent areas. In [20], a decomposition method based on linear Power Transfer
Distribution Factors (PTDFs) is used to determine the multi-area total transfer ca-
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pability (TTC) by decentralized DC load ﬂow solution. Areas do not share their
operating information yet the integrated system TTC can be calculated. Biskas [40]
and Wang [39] approach the decomposition problem by dividing the system into re-
gional sub-problems through tie-line price exchange or dummy buses. The integrated
system’s maximum social beneﬁt can be calculated by limited information exchange.
These techniques [20, 39, 40] decompose the network model according to each area’s
geographical boundaries. In other words, the tie-lines between areas are split and
artiﬁcial variables are used to match the ﬂows on both sides of tie lines. Inter-area
exchange contracts within a market are diﬃcult to manage using this approach and
the disconnected network model.
The EPRI proposal [49] suggests that a common power system model is neces-
sary and the decision variables of each Regional Transmission Organization (RTO)’s
control area have to be solved iteratively. The proposed coordination method also
calls for extensive data sharing among the RTOs such as the reduced equivalent of
areas, the bid data, etc.
An application of Lagrangian relaxation to solve a multi-area decentralized DC
nonlinear OPF is described in [50, 51]. Another alternative is presented in [38, 52]
where a Lagrangian relaxation method based on ”auxiliary problem principle” is used
to parallelize the OPF problem solution. All these methods assume that there are
one or more ﬁctitious buses per tie-line. Then the coupling constraints are added into
the objective function. A mechanism is required to update the Lagrange multipliers
so that the dual problem can be optimized.
In this chapter, the traditional OPF is treated as the optimization problems with
global variables. A new decomposition algorithm [53] based on the use of quadratic
penalty functions is applied to solve this kind of problems. In addition, the solution
is proposed to be implemented using a two-level computational architecture.
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B. General OPF Problem
In this work, it is assumed that the OPF problem is ”smooth” with no discrete
variables or controls. The objective function is the total cost of read and/or reactive
generation. These costs may be deﬁned as polynomials or as piecewise-linear functions
of generator output. The problem is formulated as follows. The notion used in the
model is:
ν the vector of voltage magnitude of buses,
θ the vector of voltage phase of buses,
Sij the apparent power ﬂow through line ij,
Vi the voltage magnitude in bus i,
Smaxij the maximum transmission capacity of line ij,
Pgi, Qgi the active and reactive power produced by generator i,
PLi, QLi the active and reactive power demand in bus i,
V maxi , V
min
i the maximum and minimum voltage magnitude in bus i,
Pmaxgi , P
min
gi the maximum and minimum active power production capacity of
generator i,
Qmaxgi , Q
min
gi the maximum and minimum reactive power production capacity of
generator i.
min
Pg,Qg
∑
f1i(Pgi) + f2i(Qgi) (4.1)
s.t. P (v, θ)− Pgi + PLi = 0 (4.2)
Q(v, θ)−Qgi + QLi = 0 (4.3)
|S˜ij| ≤ Smaxij (4.4)
V mini ≤ Vi ≤ V maxi (4.5)
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Pmingi ≤ Pgi ≤ Pmaxgi (4.6)
Qmingi ≤ Qgi ≤ Qmaxgi (4.7)
where f1i and f2i are the costs of active and reactive power generation respectively, for
generator i at a given dispatch point. Both f1i and f1i are assumed to be polynomials
or piecewise-linear functions. (4.2) and (4.3) are the active and reactive power balance
equations. (4.4) is the apparent power ﬂow limit of lines. (4.5) is the bus voltage
limits. (4.6) and (4.7) are the active and reactive generation limits.
C. Non-convex Property
The issue of convexity for the OPF problem has been discussed some in the liter-
ature [54–56]. In section, I use an example in [56] to discuss the non-convex property
of the general OPF problem with voltage constraints. Convexity is a mathematical
property of a set that states that if one constructs a line between any two points in
the set, all the points on the line will also belong to the set. The word convexity also
describes a property of certain function. A function g(x) is said to be convex if for
all x1 and x2 contained in a convex set, g((1− μ)x1 + μx2) ≤ (1− μ)g(x1) + μg(x2).
These important properties have been exploited in diﬀerent ways to establish other
properties (such as ”revenue adequacy” mentioned above) and to develop eﬃcient
optimization routines.
Consider an optimization problem cat in the following way:
min
P
C(P ) (4.8)
subject to
f(P ) ≤ 0 (4.9)
where P is a vector of variables, C(P ) is a scalar cost function expressed in terms
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of P , and f(P ) is a vector of constraints imposed on P that limits the values P
may take. If C(P ) is a convex function and the feasible set Ω = P : f(P ) ≤ 0is also
convex, then eﬃcient algorithm exist to ﬁnd an optimal solution, and the solution is
guaranteed to be either unique or to belong to a continuous set of adjacent (feasible)
minimal cost solution. If either the cost function or the feasible set is not convex,
then practical algorithms are not generally available to ﬁnd the globally optimal
solution. Only locally optimal solutions can be guaranteed. (It is shown in [57] that
misapplication of sophisticated algorithm such as lagrangian relaxation can result in
suboptimal or infeasible answers, when the problem should exhibit a unique globally
optimal answer.)
If practice, it is implicitly deﬁned by the more general constraints
f(P,Q, V ) ≤ 0 (4.10)
where P , Q and V , respectively active power, reactive power, and voltage phasor.
The voltage phasor may be represented in polar or rectangular coordinates. Given
the nonlinear form of equality and inequality constraints contained in (4.10), it should
not be expected that this optimization problem should be convex. Since many typical
and practical optimization problems focus only on active power, we can theoretically
examine the projection of the set described by (4.10) onto active powers P to obtain
(4.9). This resulting feasible set is a best-case representation since it may appear
convex while the underlying representation with more variables may not be. If the
feasible set described by (4.10) is not convex, then optimization algorithms may
exhibit computational problem, as mentioned earlier. Nevertheless, if the projected
feasible set described by (4.9) is convex, regardless (4.10), one can establish useful
theoretical properties.
Let us turn to the power ﬂow equations. These are constructed directly from the
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Fig. 13. Two-bus system.
current injection equations by multiplying currents and voltage s to obtain power⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
P1 + jQ1
...
PN + jQN
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
V1
. . .
VN
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Y ∗11 · · · Y ∗1N
...
. . .
...
Y ∗N1 · · · Y ∗NN
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦×
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
V ∗1
...
V ∗N
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (4.11)
or for each bus
Pi + jQi = Vi
N∑
k=1
Y ∗ikV
∗
k (4.12)
To demonstrate that the set of power injections that satisfy (4.11) is not convex
when minimum and maximum voltage constraints are imposed, we consider an ele-
mentary two-bus system and show that the set of feasible injections is not convex. We
argue that this is suﬃcient to demonstrate problems with convexity for general power
system, because we can choose feasible operating conditions on a general system that
allow it to be reduced to an equivalent two-bus system.
To this end, consider the two bus system shown in Fig. 13. The two buses are
connected through a lossless transmission line with reactance X. We neglect losses,
but the reader will observe that the fundamental results that follow do not change
with the addition of losses. The relevant power ﬂow equations for this system are
P1 + jQ1 =
jV1
X
(V ∗1 − V ∗2 ) (4.13)
P2 + jQ2 =
jV2
X
(V ∗2 − V ∗1 ) (4.14)
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Now we need to specify two speciﬁc feasible solutions to consider. Analogous to
the current injection example of the previous section in which we reversed the current
ﬂow, here we choose feasible operating points that reverse the active power ﬂow while
keeping the reactive power constant. Let us deﬁne Vm to be the greater of the two
minimum voltage limits for the two buses. The two cases we propose here are as
follows.
Feasible Point A: V1 = Vme
j0 = Vm and V2 = Vme
jπ/2 = jVm, giving
PA1 = −V 2mX , QA1 = V
2
m
X
PA2 =
V 2m
X
, QA2 =
V 2m
X
Feasible Point B: V1 = Vme
j0 = Vm and V2 = Vme
j3π/2 = −jVm, giving
PB1 =
V 2m
X
, QB1 =
V 2m
X
PB2 = −V 2mX , QB2 = V
2
m
X
From (4.13) and (4.14), candidate injections at bus 1 along the line connecting
feasible points A and B given by
P1(μ) + jQ1(μ) = (1− μ)PA1 + μPB1 + j[(1− μ)QA1 + μQB1]
= (1− μ)V
2
m
X
(−1 + j) + μV
2
m
X
(1 + j)
=
jV1(μ)
X
(V ∗1 (μ)− V ∗2 (μ))
(4.15)
Likewise for bus 2 injections, we obtain
P2(μ) + jQ2(μ) = (1− μ)PA2 + μPB2 + j[(1− μ)QA2 + μQB2]
= (1− μ)V
2
m
X
(1 + j) + μ
V 2m
X
(−1 + j)
=
jV2(μ)
X
(V ∗2 (μ)− V ∗1 (μ))
(4.16)
Some algebra yields the necessary voltage proﬁle along the path of injections
V1(μ) = V (μ) (4.17)
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V2(μ) = V (μ)ejθ(μ) (4.18)
where
V (μ) =
Vm√
2
√
(2μ− 1)2 + 1 (4.19)
θ(μ) = − arctan( 2(2μ− 1)
(2μ− 1)2 − 1) (4.20)
Note that θ varies from π/2 to 3π/2 by a path that passes through π at μ = 0.5.
The minimum voltage magnitude along this path occurs at μ = 0.5.
V1(0.5) =
Vm√
2
, V2(0.5) = −Vm√
2
(4.21)
Clearly at this point along the path of candidate injections, the minimum voltage
constraint at one of the buses is violated. In fact, all of the injections along the
path violate that minimum voltage constraint, except the endpoints. Therefore, the
set of feasible power injections for this two-bus system is not convex. More complex
power systems can be thought of as composed of two-bus subsystem. Therefore, the
non-convex result applies to a very large class of power system models.
D. Formulation of the Multi-Area OPF Problem
1. Optimization Problem with Global Variables
The multi-area OPF determines, in a precise way, the active and reactive power
that each generation unit in the system must generate. This is done to ensure that
all demand and security constraints for the system are satisﬁed at a minimal cost for
all interconnected areas. The resulting multi-area OPF problem is a large-scale non-
convex optimization problem [23,58]. The general OPF problem can be reformulated
as follows:
min
x,yi
N∑
i=1
Fi(x, yi) (4.22)
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Fig. 14. FDT for four-element example OPGVs problem.
s.t. ci(x, yi) ≤ 0 (4.23)
where x is the a vector of variables on boundary buses, yi is a vector of the i
th
area local variables. (4.22) is the objective function. (4.23) includes the equality and
inequality constraints.
The Functional Dependence Table (FDT) is illustrated in Fig. 14. Similar to [59],
I shade the (j, i)-entry of the table if the function of row j depends on the variables
of column i. Throughout this Chapter, we use the FDT to illustrate the eﬀect of the
proposed problem transformation on the problem structure.
x is a vector of global variables, which is relevant to all systems, while, yi is local
to a single area. Note that while global variables appear in all of the constraints and
objective function terms, local variables only appear in the objective function term
and constraints corresponding to a single area. This problem falls under the category
of non-convex Optimization Problems with Global Variables (OPGVs).
2. Formulation of the Decomposed OPGVs Problem
If the constraints in tie-lines are relaxed, the constraints in (4.23) will naturally
belong to N diﬀerent systems. Then global variables are needed to evaluate all of
the constraints, whereas the local variables are needed only in the evaluation of the
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Fig. 15. Proposed decomposition scheme.
constraints belonging to one of the systems. Likewise, the objective function is the
summation of N diﬀerent terms, one per system; the local variables are only needed in
the evaluation of one term. If the global variables are set to a ﬁxed value, the problem
breaks into N independent sub-problems. Decomposition algorithms use a so-called
master problem to determine the global variables that are used by the sub-problems
in order to ﬁnd an OPGV minimizer. The proposed decomposition scheme is shown
in Fig. 15.
First, a vector of target variables, z, is introduced. Then, a diﬀerent vector xi
is used to represent the value of the global variables within each area. Compatibility
constraints (xi = z) are introduced to force the global variables to take the same
value, equal to the target variables, for all areas. The resulting problem is in the
individual area.
min
z,xi,yi
N∑
i=1
Fi(xi, yi) (4.24)
s.t. ci(xi, yi) ≤ 0, i = 1 : N (4.25)
hi(xi, z) = xi − z = 0, i = 1 : N (4.26)
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Fig. 16. FDT for four-element example the modiﬁed OPGVs problem.
The FDT of the modiﬁed OPGVs problem is illustrated in Fig. 16, where sepa-
rability of the local constraint sets can be observed, as well as non-separability of the
introduced compatibility constraints.
Second, the quadratic penalty terms in the individual area’s objective function
are introduced to remove the compatibility constraints xi = z in (4.26).
min
z,xi,yi
N∑
i=1
[Fi(xi, yi) + γ‖xi − z‖22]
s.t. ci(xi, yi) ≤ 0, i = 1 : N
(4.27)
where γ is the penalty parameter which must be used to weigh the quadratic penalty
term ‖xi − z‖22.
Finally, if the target variables are set to a ﬁxed value, (4.27) breaks into N
independent sub-problems. The sub-problem optimal-value functions can be used to
formulate a master problem that only depends on the target variables.
The decentralized OPF computation architecture is presented Fig. 17. This is a
two-level optimization model. Master problem is as follows:
min
z
N∑
i=1
F ∗i (z) (4.28)
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Fig. 17. Computation architecture for the proposed decomposition method.
Sub-problem will then be written as follows:
F ∗i (z) = min
xi,yi
[Fi(xi, yi) + γ‖xi − z‖22]
s.t. ci(xi, yi) ≤ 0, i = 1 : N
(4.29)
The FDT of the relaxed problem is illustrated in Fig. 18, where the desired full
separability of the sub-problem function can be clearly observed.
E. Decentralized OPF Algorithm
The proposed algorithm assumes that areas do not share their network data and
economic information; however they are willing to cooperate via a central coordinator
for system wide computations. The function of each area is to calculate its local
optimal objective function and its gradient. The function of central coordinator is
to collect local optimal objective functions and their gradients from areas, and then
optimize and update global variables.
1. Central Coordinator Level
The central coordinator is to solve the master problem which is an unconstrained
optimization problem and can be solved by basic BFGS quasi-Newton unconstrained
optimization algorithm. The algorithm is as follow:
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Fig. 18. FDT for four-element example relaxted OPGVs problem with full separable
constraint sets in sub-problem
Step 1:Initialization; Initialize the penalty parameter γ, the quasi-Newton Hes-
sian approximation B = I, and the optimality tolerance  = 1× 10−5.
Step 2:Choose a starting point z0 and set z = z0; Call sub-problem with γ to
evaluate the objective function F ∗ and its gradient ∇F ∗.
Step 3:
While(‖∇F ∗(z)‖/|1 + F ∗(z)| < )
Step 3.1 Search directions. Solve Bz = −∇F ∗(z),
Step 3.2 Line search: Set α = 1
While(F ∗(z +z)− F ∗(z)) > σ F ∗(z) z
Set α = α/2, Call sub-problem to evaluate the objective function F ∗
and its gradient F ∗.
Endwhile
s = α z, y = F ∗(z + α z)
z = z + s, update F ∗(z) and F ∗(z).
Step 3.3 BFGS update
B = B − BssTB
sTBs
+
yyT
yTs
Endwhile
Step 4:
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if
∑N
i=1 ‖xi − z‖22/(1 + ‖z‖) < , then stop
Else increase γ which is drive the smaller
∑N
i=1 ‖xi − z‖22/(1 + ‖z‖) < , Call
sub-problem with γ to evaluate the objective function F ∗ and its gradient ∇F ∗; Go
to Step 3.
Endif
Note that the master problem’s objective function and gradient can be evaluated
at sub-problem solutions as:
F ∗(z) =
N∑
i=1
F ∗i (z) (4.30)
∇F ∗(z) = −2γ
N∑
i=1
(x∗i − z) (4.31)
2. Local Level
The proposed method decomposes the original integrated OPF problem into sev-
eral smaller size subproblem which are solved independently. The sub-problem (4.29)
is a modiﬁed traditional OPF problem. The penalty part γ‖xi − z‖22 will be added
into the objective function of the OPF model. This constrained optimization prob-
lem can be solved by the sequential quadratic programming or linear programming
algorithms, which are commonly used by most OPF programs.
Each area builds an OPF model with the operating and economic information
within itself. The tie-line power ﬂows are considered as injections of boundary buses
which can be calculated from the target global variables z. The local slack bus
for each area except the one with the global slack bus will be updated during the
each communication between the central and local level. If the local slack bus is on
the boundary of the area, the phase angle is automatically updated by the master
problem.
In Fig. 19, the solution algorithm presented in this chapter is illustrated. The
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Table XII. Coeﬃcients for generation cost polynomial
c0($) c1($/MW ) c2($/MW 2)
Gen1 0 2 0.02
Gen2 0 1.75 0.0175
Gen22 0 1 0.0625
Gen27 0 3.25 0.00834
Gen23 0 3 0.025
Gen13 0 3 0.025
ﬁgure show two main parts of this algorithm: 1) coordination through the penalty
updates (outer loop) and the solution of the master problem (inner loop), and 2)
distributed optimization by solving the sub-problems. For the outer loop, the converge
criteria is that the maximal consistency constraint violation must be smaller than
tolerance
∑N
i=1 ‖xi − z‖22/(1 + ‖z‖) < . The converge criteria for the inner loop is
set as: ‖∇F ∗(z)‖/|1 + F ∗(z)| < .
F. Numerical Results
The proposed decomposition method for multi-area OPF problem is tested on
IEEE 30 bus system. The system is divided into three areas as shown in Fig. 20.
The network data and line, voltage, generation limits can be found at MATPOWER
[60]. Here, we just consider the cost for active power produced by the corresponding
generators, which is expressed as a polynomial Gencostt = c0 + c1 ∗ P + c2 ∗P 2. The
coeﬃcients c0, c1 and c2 are given in Table XII.
fmincon.m and fminunc.m found in Matlab’s Optimization Toolbox 2.0 or later
are used to solve the modiﬁed constrained and unconstrained OPF models at the local
and central coordinator levels, respectively. In this case study, there are 22 global
variables which are the boundary bus voltage magnitudes and angles. The master and
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Fig. 19. Illustration of proposed solution algorithm.
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Fig. 20. IEEE 30-bus partitioned interconnected system.
sub problem optimal-value functions are shown in Fig. 21, where nsub is the number
of sub-problems that have to be solved in order to ﬁnd the overall minimizer.
In order to compare the numerical performance and accuracy, OPF solver in
MATPOWER is used to calculate the minimum cost of generation in the integrated
system.
The numerical performance of the decomposition algorithm is compared with
that of the integrated OPF solver in Table XIII. For the decomposition method, the
ﬁrst row shows the number of iterations required to solve the master problem; the
second row gives the number of sub-problems that have to be solved in order to ﬁnd the
overall minimizer; this quantity provides a measure for the amount of communication
required between the master problem and the sub-problems; the third row contains
the average number of function evaluations needed to solve each sub-problem. In
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Fig. 21. Master and sub problem optimal-value functions.
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Table XIII. Numerical result
Decentralized OPF
result
Traditional OPF re-
sult
Ite 19 22
nsub 168
feval 13 59
Table XIV. Comparison of the minimum generation cost by decentralized and tradi-
tional OPF methods
Decentralized OPF
result ( /hr)
Traditional OPF re-
sult ( /hr)
Objective 574.14 574.52
the integrated OPF method, the third row shows the number of function evaluations
needed to solve for the overall optimization problem. The proposed decomposition
method requires more computations compared to the integrated method in order to
overcome the data deﬁciency.
The accuracy comparison between the integrated and the decomposition methods
can be seen in Table XIV and Table XV. Table XIV and Table XV list the objective
Table XV. Coeﬃcients for generation cost polynomial
Decentralized OPF
result (MW)
Traditional OPF re-
sult (MW)
Gen1 43.31 43.79
Gen2 57.39 57.96
Gen22 23.38 23.07
Gen27 33.21 32.63
Gen23 17.5 16.81
Gen13 16.72 17.35
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function and the detailed generator active power output computed by decentralized
or traditional OPF method, respectively. The results of these two solutions are very
close, yielding an acceptable approximation. These results strongly imply that the
proposed method eﬀectively overcomes the data deﬁciency for the multi-area OPF
problem.
G. Conclusion
A decomposition method for decentralized OPF problem in a large interconnected
multi-area power system is proposed. The method assumes that areas do not share
their network data among themselves; however they are willing to cooperate via a
central coordinator.
The proposed decomposition algorithm allows collaboration of diﬀerent areas to
ﬁnd their optimal solutions while exchanging limited amount of data and information
among them. Typically each area must rely on complex operating and economic
information. Such information can not be practically exported to a speciﬁc area,
not to mention the diﬃculties associated with its incorporation into the integrated
solution. Hence, the proposed approach will serve a useful and essential purpose under
such circumstances. Proposed method is validated by simulations which are carried
out on the IEEE 30-bus system using traditional OPF and the proposed decentralized
OPF methods.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
A. Summary
In the emerging competitive environment, TTC and economic dispatch are very
important functions of independent system operators (ISOs), which are required to
ensure the delivery of all the transactions without any violation on the operating
limits of a transmission system. Operators are facing the needs to monitor and
coordinate power transactions taking place over long distance in diﬀerent areas. Areas
are reluctant to share network operating and economic information between them,
while they are willing to cooperate via a central coordinator for system wide analysis.
This dissertation proposes three diﬀerent decomposition algorithms for multi-area
TTC and economic dispatch studies.
A decomposition algorithm based on Power Transfer Distribution Factors (PTDFs)
for multi-area TTC computation is proposed in Chapter II. The variations of PTDFs
with operating point are approximated by a quadratic equation and then are applied
to area’s TTC calculation by Repeated Power Flow (RPF), while a central entity co-
ordinates these results to determine the ﬁnal system-wide TTC value. The behavior
of PTDFs near static collapse point is discussed and demonstrates that the proposed
algorithm can be applied only to TTC studies without the consideration of voltage
stability problems.
Chapter III initiates a network decomposition algorithm based on REI-type net-
work equivalents. REI-type equivalents and Continuation Power Flow (CPF) tech-
niques are introduced in this chapter. A two-level computation architecture is pro-
posed: each area uses REI equivalents of external areas to compute its TTC via
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the CPF, the central entity coordinators distribute the equivalents from areas and
compare the tie-line information. The selection and updating procedure for the con-
tinuation parameter employed by the CPF are implemented in a distributed but
coordinated manner. The computation in this chapter takes into account the limits
on the line ﬂows, bus voltage magnitude, generator reactive power, voltage stability
and the loss of line contingencies.
Chapter IV introduces an Inexact Penalty Decomposition algorithm developed
by Operation & Research scholars into Optimal Power Flow (OPF) problem in power
system. The traditional OPF problem with voltage constraints is demonstrated as
a non-convex optimization problem and the boundary variables in the traditional
OPF problem are considered as global variables. Thus, the original OPF problem is
treated as an optimization problem with global variables. Quadratic penalty functions
are used to relax the compatible constraints between the global variables and the
local variables. The solution is proposed to be implemented by using a two-level
computational architecture.
The advantages in the use of decomposition are both computational and organi-
zational. From a computational perspective, the sub-problems are usually easier to
solve than the original problem. The sub-problems are, by deﬁnition, smaller than
the original problems. Moreover, the sub-problem might have special properties,
which enable the use of eﬃcient specialized algorithms. Furthermore, decomposi-
tion algorithms are naturally suited for implementation on machines with parallel
architecture. From an organizational perspective, decomposition algorithms allow
the diﬀerent areas collaborating on a project to ﬁnd the ﬁnal result while keeping
the amount of communication required between them limited. Typically, each area
must rely on complex operating and economic information. Porting all the infor-
mation to a speciﬁc area is judged to be impractical (sometimes some information
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is not available). Also it would raise the issue of how local information would be
incorporated into the integrated system. Under such circumstances decomposition
algorithms become essential. In this dissertation I propose three novel decomposition
frameworks. Decentralized versions of power ﬂow methods for multi-area power sys-
tem are also presented based on the decomposition frameworks. For further practical
use, information exchange and coordination across multiple areas are discussed.
B. Future Work
The research is not ﬁnished. In the future, my research in this dissertation can
be improved in the following aspects.
First, this dissertation is mainly focused on the TTC study. Available Transfer
Capability (ATC) is another important index for operation and planning in ISO. I
plan to extend the multi-area TTC scheme to evaluate the ATC study, which involves
other functions such as Capability Beneﬁt Margin (CBM), and Transfer Reliability
Margin (TRM).
Second, contingencies may be considered in the algorithm proposed in Chapter II.
Also, the simultaneous transfer may be studied in the algorithm proposed in Chapter
III.
Third, the decomposition algorithm in Chapter IV is suitable for general OPF
problem. The inter-regional coordination that allows separate control while remaining
a seamless market become a critical aspect in market design. Therefore, this algorithm
can be used to deal with the issues of inter-market congestion management.
Fourth, the decomposition algorithm in Chapter IV is proposed for the non-
convex optimization problem and costs a lot of computation time for the commu-
nication between master and local problems. If I release the voltage magnitude in
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OPF problem, the direct method of multipliers is a way to save computation time in
communication.
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APPENDIX A
HIGH-ORDER DERIVATIVES OF THE PTDFS
The second-order derivatives of the active power ﬂow of line jk with respect to
the state variables can be expressed as:⎡
⎢⎢⎣
∂2Pjk
∂θ2i
∂2Pjk
∂V 2i
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎣
∂2Pm
∂θ2i
∂2Qm
∂θ2i
∂2Pm
∂V 2i
∂2Qm
∂V 2i
⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣
∂Pjk
∂Pm
∂Pjk
∂Qm
⎤
⎥⎦+
⎡
⎢⎣ (∂Pm∂θi )2 (∂Qm∂θi )2
(∂Pm
∂Vi
)2 (
∂Qm
∂Vi
)2
⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
∂2Pjk
∂P 2m
∂2Pjk
∂Q2m
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
(A.1)
Thus, the ﬁrst-order derivative of the PTDFs with respect to the injection at bus
m can be expressed as:⎡
⎢⎢⎣
∂2Pjk
∂P 2m
∂2Pjk
∂Q2m
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎣ (∂Pm∂θi )2 (∂Qm∂θi )2
(∂Pm
∂Vi
)2 (
∂Qm
∂Vi
)2
⎤
⎥⎦
−1⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
∂2Pjk
∂θ2i
∂2Pjk
∂V 2i
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ −
⎡
⎢⎣
∂2Pm
∂θ2i
∂2Qm
∂θ2i
∂2Pm
∂V 2i
∂2Qm
∂V 2i
⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣
∂Pjk
∂Pm
∂Pjk
∂Qm
⎤
⎥⎦
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭
(A.2)
where, the elements in
[
∂2Pjk
∂P 2i
,
∂2Pjk
∂Q2i
]T
can be obtained from (2.28). The elements
in
[
∂Pjk
∂Pm
,
∂Pjk
∂Qm
]T
are shown in (2.30). Elements of other matrices on the right hand
side of (A.2) can be obtained from power ﬂow equation.
The third-order derivatives of the active power ﬂows of line jk with respect to
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the state variables can be expressed as:⎡
⎢⎢⎣
∂3Pjk
∂θ3i
∂3Pjk
∂V 3i
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎣
∂3Pm
∂θ3i
∂3Qm
∂θ3i
∂3Pm
∂V 3i
∂3Qm
∂V 3i
⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣
∂Pjk
∂Pm
∂Pjk
∂Qm
⎤
⎥⎦+
⎡
⎢⎣ (∂Pm∂θi )3 (∂Qm∂θi )3
(∂Pm
∂Vi
)3 (
∂Qm
∂Vi
)3
⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
∂3Pjk
∂P 3m
∂3Pjk
∂Q3m
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
+3 ·
⎡
⎢⎣
∂2Pm
∂θ2i
∂Pm
∂θi
∂2Qm
∂θ2i
∂Qm
∂θi
∂2Pm
∂V 2i
∂Pm
∂Vi
∂2Qm
∂V 2i
∂Qm
∂Vi
⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
∂2Pjk
∂P 2m
∂2Pjk
∂Q2m
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
(A.3)
Thus, the second-order derivatives of the PTDFs with respect to the injection at
bus m can be expressed as:⎡
⎢⎢⎣
∂3Pjk
∂P 3m
∂3Pjk
∂Q3m
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎣ (∂Pm∂θi )3 (∂Qm∂θi )3
(∂Pm
∂Vi
)3 (
∂Qm
∂Vi
)3
⎤
⎥⎦
−1⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
∂3Pjk
∂θ3i
∂3Pjk
∂V 3i
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ −
⎡
⎢⎣
∂3Pm
∂θ3i
∂3Qm
∂θ3i
∂3Pm
∂V 3i
∂3Qm
∂V 3i
⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣
∂Pjk
∂Pm
∂Pjk
∂Qm
⎤
⎥⎦
−3 ·
⎡
⎢⎣
∂2Pm
∂θ2i
∂Pm
∂θi
∂2Qm
∂θ2i
∂Qm
∂θi
∂2Pm
∂V 2i
∂Pm
∂Vi
∂2Qm
∂V 2i
∂Qm
∂Vi
⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
∂2Pjk
∂P 2m
∂2Pjk
∂Q2m
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭
(A.4)
where, the elements in
[
∂3Pjk
∂P 3i
,
∂3Pjk
∂Q3i
]T
can be obtained from (2.28). The elements
in
[
∂2Pjk
∂P 2m
,
∂2Pjk
∂Q2m
]T
are shown in (A.2). Elements of other matrices on the right hand
side of (A.4) can be obtained from power ﬂow equation.
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